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MEETING NOTES 

November 13, 2019, 1 - 3PM; King Street Center, Seattle 
 
Participants: Dave Waggoner (King County Veterans Consortium), Dorene Cornwell, Megumi 

Tanaka (United Blind of Seattle) 

Partners: Don Okazaki (King County Metro), Jon Morrison Winters (Aging and Disability 

Services), Mark Smutny (Sound Generations), Mitchell Lloyd (King County Metro), and Penny 

Lara (King County Metro)  

Presenters: Alex Shaffer (The Vida Agency), María Fernanda Coaleda-Yglesias (The Vida 

Agency), and Tamar Power-Drutis (The Vida Agency) 

Staff Support: Cassidy Giampetro, Janie Walzer, Staci Haber 

 

WELCOME, INTRODUCTIONS, AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 

The meeting began at 1:00pm. Attendees provided introductions.  

Staci reminded attendees of the Pathway to Inclusion and the importance of using an inclusive 

planning lens. She urged the group to keep in mind: BORPTA - Bunch of Right People Taking 

Action. 

 

Dave asked about how the impacts from the passage on I-976 will impact Inclusive Planning 

and the King County Mobility Coalition. Staci responded by echoing the current uncertainty of 

the consequences. She assured that specifically with Inclusive Planning, many of the projects 

being done have a quality of sustainability that can improve the King County Mobility Coalition’s 

work without funds. While this may delay projects for the coalition, it does not deteriorate the 

goals and purpose of the partnerships. 

 

PRESENTATION: COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION NAVIGATORS INTERVIEW 

 

The Vida Agency presents on their findings after conducting 15 interviews with stakeholders and 

end-users of the marketing workgroup project, Community Transportation Navigators. 

The Vida Agency reports on the findings specific to many different populations, being: 

• People with disabilities 

• People with vision impairment or blindness 

• People with Alzheimer’s or Dementia 

• People who speak English as a second language 

• People who are undocumented 
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• Older adults 

They shared that the response to introducing this program was overwhelmingly positive, with 

most interviewees requesting involvement with the program. 

Through their findings, they recommended a program that: 

• Simplifies the steps to receive assistance 

o Can include a call center, ride-along trips, events, networking at bus stops, within 

organizations and community centers, or geared towards youth 

• Prioritizes trust at all levels of relationships 

• Compensates competitively and transparently 

• Incorporates thoughtful training 

o To include transit knowledge beyond the Seattle metro area and anti-bias 

support 

Their report also issued suggestions on how to market this program and various qualities the 

program should identify and assess when recruiting navigators. 

For a more thorough read, the full report will be shared with Steering Committee members. 

When discussing the peer-to-peer navigator model, interviews the Inclusive Planning staff will 

be continuing. Megumi suggested reaching out to those who run the Aira app, which has trained 

navigators to help those with low vision as well as the Be My Eyes app, which uses volunteers. 

Dorene suggested using UDistrict’s Lets Go campaign to glean from their outreach and 

communication efforts. 

 

DISCUSSION: PROJECT WORKGROUP UPDATES (SEE SLIDES) 

 

Staci reviewed the “Project Workgroup Updates” section of the slide deck and the group heard 

briefly about project progress.  

 

Marketing Plan/Community Transportation Navigators 

After hearing from The Vida Agency’s work on this project, Inclusive Planning staff support are 

now reaching out to peer-to-peer navigator models to continue the research necessary to guide 

informed design. The Vida Agency’s findings will be reviewed and substantiate a large portion of 

insight when constructing the formation of this upcoming project. 

 

One Call One Click 

The group received updates on the One-Call One-Click prototype, which is going on for the 

month of November and had just received some of its first calls. It was also discussed how the 

topic of the One-Call One-Click system should be approached by Kevin Chambers, Full Path 

consultant, during the upcoming King County Mobility Coalition meeting. Group suggests that 

Inclusive%20Planning%20Round%202%20Steering%20Committee%20Meeting%2011%2013%2019.pdf
Inclusive%20Planning%20Round%202%20Steering%20Committee%20Meeting%2011%2013%2019.pdf
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Kevin needs to define a One-Call One-Click clearly and needs to be firm in receiving 

constructive feedback during this meeting. 

 

Inclusive Planning Toolkit 

While there was no time in the meeting to review these project updates, the slide deck tells that 

this project held a successful workgroup meeting recently that allowed for feedback on the first 

draft of the toolkit. In addition to helpful general feedback to improve and inform the toolkit, new 

ideas for engagement and performance measures were drafted. 

 

NEXT STEPS 

• The Vida Agency will “close the loop” with interviewees by thanking them for their time. 

• Cassidy will send The Vida Agency’s report to interviewed stakeholders and the steering 

committee. 

• Steering Committee will receive and respond to survey on Inclusive Planning 

sustainability and Round 2 feedback. 

 

ACTION ITEMS 

• The Vida Agency -- will “close the loop” with interviewees by thanking them for their 

time. 

• Cassidy – will send The Vida Agency’s report to interviewed stakeholders and the 

steering committee. 

• Cassidy – will send a survey out to Steering Committee members to assess 

sustainability and Round 2 satisfaction. 

• Cassidy – will make sure January 8th celebration meeting invite is sent to all Inclusive 

Planning members. 

• Staci – will share way to give GoGo Grandparent direct feedback with Megumi. 

 

NEXT STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 

Wednesday, January 8th, 2020, 1:00 – 3:00 PM 

King Street Center (201 S. Jackson St., Seattle, WA 98104) 8th floor, room 8-C 

 

CONTACT 

Cassidy Giampetro, Program Supervisor 

CGiampetro@hopelink.org 

(425) 943-6752 

Staci Haber, Director 

SHaber@hopelink.org 

(425) 943-6769 

 


